
 

SW&L choose GO to keep their 
business moving 
Leading Plumbing, Heating and Electrical business SW&L have chosen GO Vehicle Services to keep their 

business moving. With GO’s unique free courtesy van service, along with a collection and delivery service, GO 

make sure that SW&L’s business is always on the move while their fleet of 80 vans are being expertly serviced, 

maintained and repaired.  

Our business is to make sure SW&L’s business 
is always on the GO!  
(explains GO’s M.D. Richard Caine) 

We understand that businesses need their staff and vehicles 
always on the road. So, when it comes to vehicles needing 
servicing, maintenance, MOT’s and repairs this can be a real 
inconvenience for businesses, often disrupting staff’s working 
day and capacity and having essential vehicles off the road. 
 
That’s why we provide SW&L with a FREE, like for like vehicle 
replacement, and a free collection and deliver service. 
 
Whilst our 8,000sqft state of the art vehicle workshop, and 
highly skilled technicians are looking after SW&L’s vehicles, we 
keep their staff, and their business on the move at all times 
with our fleet of courtesy vans.  

It’s all about adding value to our 
customers 

Of course, we service, repair and maintain our 
customers vehicles, but for us it’s about being  

much more than just a garage. 
 

Our job is to make sure our customers business is 
always on the GO and that we always save them 

time and money. We add value to our customers in 
areas such as fleet procurement, vehicle leasing, 

contract hire and short-term rentals. We also add 
value by working with our customers to help ensure 

their fleet duty of care and H&S obligations are 
being managed, and they have our total support 

and assistance when they need us most. 
 

Our objective is always to add value to our 

customers, at every opportunity.   

 

   

 

  

It’s like a breath of fresh air working with GO 
(explains SW&L’s Managing Director Simon Marklew) 

GO provides our business with an amazing service, with great flexibility, a rapid 

response, and they play a really important role in keeping our staff and our business 

on the GO at all times. GO’s free replacement vehicle service is invaluable to our 

business, and sometimes supplied at a moment’s notice.  

It’s also clear that they are much more than just a garage, and they can help add 

value to every area of our fleet.  

We also get real benefits from fully itemised emailed quotes, electronic invoicing 

and their level of communication is absolutely first class. Every vehicle also leaves 

their site washed and cleaned - it’s this level of care that really makes a difference. 

We are also seeing valuable time being saved across the business, and we’ve never 

missed a job or let a customer down due to a vehicle issue. We take a lot of 

confidence knowing our business has the support of GO, ready and waiting 

whenever we need them.  SW&L’s Managing Director - Simon Marklew 


